NOTES:
1. WARNING: This drawing does not illustrate the installation methods required for hazardous locations. Prior to any installation in a Classified Hazardous Location, verify installation methods by the Control Drawing referenced on the product’s name tag and national and local codes.

Cable Entry (Wiring Diagram is shown outside of conduit for clarity)

Transmitter (Analog Input)

J12 Jumper:
Jumper Pin 1 to Pin 2 for AI
Jumper Pin 2 to Pin 3 for DOUT2

J13 Jumper:
Jumper Pin 1 to Pin 2 for DOUT
Jumper Pin 2 to Pin 3 for AG2

Note:
Pinouts are shown to the outside for clarity, but all of the Phoenix connectors are wired and attached to the inside.

XFC™6200EX POWER/TERM BOARD
2103344-XXX

250Ω Resistor

1 VBATT

REF: 2100247WI